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CITY I COURTS

Jury picks
begin for
associate
AD's trial
Bonnstetter's lawyer,
state's attorney
may call sleep-disorder
specialists to testify
By STEPHEN DI BENEDETTO
News Editor

one person in Charleston. I'm pare
of a larger picrure."
More than 20 people showed up.
"I noticed the article in (The
Daily Eastern News) and 1 have been
interested in the U.S.'s involvement
with the ICC (International Criminal Court)," said Robert Figora,
a senior policical science student.
"The film sounded interesting and
proved worthwhile."

Jury selection begins today in the
case involving Mark Bonnscetcer,
associate athletic director for operations at Easrern.
The selection, which begins at
8:45 a.m. at the Coles County
Courthouse, scarcs Bonnstetter's trial
chat is expected to lase five days, said
Coles County Circuit Judge Teresa
Righter at Bonnstetters pre-crial on
Oct. 14.
Bonnstetter was charged with cwo
felonies and a misdemeanor, stemming from an incident on Nov. 25,
2006. He was charged with criminal
trespass co a residence, a class 4 fdony; residential burglary, a class I felony; and attempted criminal sexual abuse, a class A misdemeanor on
Nov. 28, 2006.
Assiscanc Stace's Attorney Mick
McAvoy said at Bonnsceccer's pre-uial chac the state hopes to present ics
closing argumencs on Sunday.
for the uial, defense attorney
Ron Tulin could call Dr. Rosalind
Cartwright of Rush University Medical Center in Chicago as a witness,
according co pre-trial documents
about Bonnstecter's case.
Cartwright is of the opinion chat
at the time of the alleged incident,
Bonnscetter was sleepwalking, the
documcncs state.
The Stace's Attorney's Office subpoenaed the records of Dr. Donald
Greeley and Dr. Jerry Boyd, according co pre-crial documents.

»

»

KAROLINA STRACK ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

After airing "Justice Without Borders" Amy Scheidhorst, an adjunct history professor, discusses the topics raised in the film with members of the
Charleston chapter of Amnesty International in the Carnegie Charleston Public Library on Monday. The members discussed the role of the International Criminal Court and the general role of Amnesty International in g rassroots movements in South America.

GROUP PLEADS FOR JUSTICE
Local chapter of
Amnesty International
screens movie about
human rights abuses

Amnesty lncernacional is a group
that was developed in London in
1961 co support and vocalize the
'righcs that every human is granted
at birth.
A crowd gathered in Meeting
Room B at the Carnegie Public
By BRAD YORK
Library in Charlescon co wacch the
Staff Reporter
movie and discuss the main theme
of human righcs.
Three siruations involving presi"Human righcs have no bounddents and top officials of Peru, Con~ aries," said Amy Schneidhorst, an
go, Guatemala and their involve- adjunct history professor and local
ment in genocides, kidnappings, member of Amnesty lnten)ationand using children as soldiers all al. "They are born righcs. The U.S.
were documented in "Justice With- is afraid they may be hdd accountout Borders."
able for their own actions. Society
"Justice Without Borders" is needs to keep the pressure on cop
a movie chac was presented by officials."
me Charleston/Mattoon AmnesSchneidhorst joined Amnesty lntcrnational Monday night. ty lncemacional in the early 1990s

''Human rights have no boundaries.
They are born rights:'
- Amy Schneldhorst, member of the
Charleston/Mattoon chapter of Amnesty International
because she felt it gave her the cools
co fight for what she bdieves is
righc.
She said the showing of the movie helped people see that they are
not alone and can be a pare of a
large group of people who fed the
same about human rights.
"J wanted to do something in
the community," she said. "le was
important to do something that
brought Eastern students and the
community cogether. I'm not just

SEE AMNESTY, PAGE S

SEE TRIAL, PAGE S

CAMPUS I ELECTION 2008

Political parties face off in student debate
Candidates' strategies,
key issues for Nov. 4
elections to be argued
By BRITINI GARCIA
Campus Editor

EIU Democrats President Chris
Kromphardc is exciced for today's
JDOCk debacc.
·we did one in February and it
~ a great rurnouc from the political science deparonent and Greek
mganizarions," Kromphardc said.
Issues such as foreign policy, Iraq,
Iran, education, the vice presidents,

caxes, the bailout and ocher major
factors in chis year's election will be
discussed.
Each party was allowed to gather information and create four questions.
After they created the questions,
both parties agreed they were good
co investigate and discuss during the
mock debate.
Eric Wilber, srudent executive
vice president, will hosr the mock
debace from 7 co 9 ~onight in the
Grand Ballroom of the Marrin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
1hree people from both parties
will face off answering nine questions. Wilber chose one question

WANTTOGO?
•What Debate between the

College Democrats and t he
College Republicans
•When: From 7 to 9 tonight
•Where: Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University

"I think the questions ••• are very relevant
to what is going on today:'
- Michelle Murphy, secretary and historian for
the College Republicans

Union
·The debate ls open to the public

and the others were agreed upon by
both parties.
Michdle Murphy, secretary and
hiscorian for the College Republicans, believes ic was a good idea to
have boch parties agree on the ques-

tions, allowing them to be engaged
and fair.
"I think the questions turned
out great and they are very relevant
co what is going on today," Murphy
said.
Boch parries are allowed 90 seconds to respond co the question and
30 seconds for rebuttal.

"Once we received the final
questions we did good research co
make major points co be dear,"
Kromphardt said. "We will talk
about whac (Barack) Obama chinks
and how (plans) Obama supporcs
are better."

»

SEE DEBATE, PAGE S
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Expect cooler temperatures this week. Tuesday
we will have partly cloudy skies with a high of
58. Wednesday we can expect the same with
temperatures only reaching the mid SO's.
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Judge orders Spears jury to keep deliberating
LOS ANGELES - Jurors in
Bricney Spem' driving case said chey
can't reach an unanimous verdict.
A judge ordered the panel to resume deliberations.
The jury deliberated less than two
hours Monday at a San Fernando
Valley courthouse.
They posed two questions, including one chac sought co clarify what
Spem was charged with.
Shortly after being read more instructions, jurors indicated they were
deadlocked.
The judge ordered the panel co
give him an update before lunchtime.
The eight women and four men
are sifting through roughly a day's
worth of cestimony and argumencs in
the case, which was filed lase year after the pop scar hie a parked car and
left the scene.
Spem hasn't appeared in courc
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and didn't testify during the crial.
The jury deliberated for about two
hours Friday.

Fashion critic dies
in Los Angeles
LOS ANGELES - Mr. Blackwell, the acerbic designer whose annual worse-dressed list skewered the
fashion fdonies of celebrities from
Zsa Zsa Gabor co Britney Spears. has
d ied. He was 86.
Publicist Harlan Boll said Blackwell died Sunday of complications
from an intestinal infection.
Blackwell, whose first name was
Richard, was a little-known dress
designer when he issued his firsc
tongue-in-cheek criticism of Hollywood fashion disasters for 1960 long before Joan Rivers and ochers
rurned such ridicule into a daily affair.
Year after year, he would cake Hollywood's reigning scars and ocher celebrities co cask for failing co dress in

whac he thought was che way they
should.

McGraw co-authors book
on dads, daughters
NASHVILLE, lcnn. - As the
father of three girls, ·nm McGraw
understands the challenges chat face
dads who wane co please their daughters. So the children's book he's cowritten with Tom Douglas has some
simple advice: As long as you're
spending time wich chem, ic doesn't
really matter whac you do.
"My Little Girl," to be published
Tuesday by Thomas Nelson, cells the
story of a father - in a dark cowboy
har, of course - who i;pends a fun
day with his little girl Kacie doing ...
nothing in particular.
The 41-year-old country singer
said he enjoys spending time with his
daughters - ages I I • I0 and 6 - bur
if he did what they liked doing, he'd
be spending a lot of time shopping ar
the mall or getting pedicur~.
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PAUL VIDELA I MCT

Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama takes the stage at a rally at Legends Field in Tampa,
Florida, Monday.

WHAT THE••• I WEIRD, UNEXPECTED, BIZARRE NEWS

89-year-old charged with keeping kids' ball
The Associated Press
BLUE ASH, Ohio - Police in Ohio said an 89year-old woman is facing a charge of petty theft because neighborhood children accuse her of refusing
co give back their foor.ball
Edna Jei;cer was arrested last week in the Cincinnati suburb of Blue Ash.
Police said one child's father complained rhac
Jester kept the youngsters' ball after 1c landed in her
yard.
Police Capt. James Schaffer said there has been
an ongoing dispute rn the neighborhood abour kids'
balls lamling in the womans yard.
Jester said Monday she has received many calls
and didn't have time to da cu s the matrer any more.
Jester 1s co appear in coun next month
The maximum penalty for a perry theft convic
uon an Ohio is six months tn 1a1l and a fine of up to
$1,000.

Suspect In golf cart eludes
Utah sheriff cruisers
MORGAN, Utah -A Ucah hcriff's office has
found chat H shouldn't underesumace che golf
cart as a getaway car.
A suspect an a souped-up cart managed co dude
ofncc:rs who pursued him last month through an
alfalfa field buc only for a while
He was arrested che next day ac 111S grandmother's house.
Officers started pursuing 1he driver after he
was spotted spinning om an a city park in Morgan.
He cook off into an alfalfa fteld nd jumped srngauon ditches that che sheriffs ru1sers couldn't
cro
Morgan Count Sheriff's Sgr S ott Peay su pect the can \\as med wnh .1 ar engine rnsread
of che original dee rt motpf

E•p ires: 11 /30/08

CAMPUS BRIEFS
Tickets available
for Doudna rededication

PHOTO IUUSTRATION BY ERIN MATHENY !THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Eric Davidson, associate director of Health Service, who will speak at 7 tonight in Buzza rd Hall Auditorium, said students should go to bed
consistently within an hour of the same time seven days a week and get approximately eight hours of sleep per night.

Sleep: Students need it too
Presentation gives
tips on getting
a good night's rest
By TAYLOR THOMPSON
Staff Reporter
An all-nighc srudy session is nor
uncommon in college, bur changing
a sleeping pattern can lead co negative side effecrs.
"Sleep is consiscencly ranked in
the top three health issues negatively impacting academic success," said
Eric Davidson, associate direccor of
Health Service. "A large number of
srudencs experience sleep problems
and sleep disorders. Most scudents
are not getting che quancity and
quality ofsleep chey need."
"Sleep and Academic Success," a
presenration given by Davidson on
how sleep affects srudents' GPA, wiU
be given at 7 tonight in che Buzzard
Hall Auditorium.

Davidson plans to provide information on che benefits of good quality and quantity of sleep, basic sleep
knowledge, suggestions on how co
improve sleep hygiene, suggestions
for managing the sleeping environment and activities for reducing anxiety char may prevenc sleep.
"Mose scudencs arc noc gecring enough sleep, as well as getting
a quality sleep," he said. "Lack of
sleep, roo much sleep and poor quality sleep are relaced to poorer GPA
and ocher factors of poor academic performance, decreased overall
functioning. decreased life sacisfaction, increased emotional and mencal health issues."
There are a few tips char srudencs
can keep in mind when esrablishing
a regular sleeping routine.
Davidson said students should
go to bed consiscencly within an
hour of che same time seven days a
week, wake up consistently within an hour of the same time and get

approximately eight hours of sleep around eight hours of sleep a night,"
per night.
said Jacy Brasher, a senior special
He also said students should educacion major. "If I do not gee
avoid naps. If a nap is needed, it enough sleep, I gee sleepy throughshould be for less than 20 minutes. out the day, am in a less happy
Also, refrain from exercising within mood and normally I would run
two to chree hours of bedtime and lace all day long and get unorganized
use your bed only for sleep, not for with my things and ideas. I feel that
I do much better in class and teachacademics.
"During the school week I always ing when I get a good night's sleep."
try to go to bed around midnight,"
Davidson will present tips that
said Aaron Hddc, a junior marketing show that a greater sleep qualimajor, about his sleeping roucine. "I ty and adequate sleep quanciry
am usually up by 8:30 regardless if improve overall functioning and perI have class or not. I've noticed if I formance, academic success, reduce
sleep in really late I am just tired all anxiety and ocher emotional issues
day and l don't have any motivation and reduce blood pressure.
to do anything."
"Sleep is one of che most imporDavidson said the number of tant health issues chat should gee our
hours a night chat is recommended attention; however, many of us do
not make sleep a high priority," he
varies from person to person.
The che general recommendation said.
is eight hours with no less than six
and no more than 10 to 11 hours on
Taylor Thompson can be reached ar
587-7942 or at DENnewsdesk@gmail.
a consistent basis.
"During che week, I normally get com.

CAMPUS I SENATE

Changes to be made to constitution
By HEATHER HOLM
Student Government Editor

A new constitution committee is
in the works for Studenc Senate chis
year.
Srudent Body President Levi Bulgar originally was going co choose
seven Student Senate members for
the committee, but a few members
had issues with the decision.
Senate member Drew Griffin is
going to present a proposal co have
any Srudent Senate member be able
co be a pare of che committee at an
upcoming Student Senate meecing.
Bulgar said.
The signers of chis proposal are
Scudenc Senace members Chris
Kromphardt; Eric Wilber, scudenc executive vice president; Tiffany Turner, student vice president
for business affairs; and Ryan Kerch,
srudenc vice president for scudenr
aff41CS.
Bulgar will also be involved with
the new committee if Student Senare
passes the proposal to have it sec up.
"We are going to form a new way

of doing the constitutional review," ness affairs is labeled as che studenr
Bulgar said. "We would have an vice presidenr for financial affairs.
unlimited number of people on ir
Bulgar said right now, Student
wich senate approval."
Senate is not 100 percent sure of
He said che constitution as it what needs co be changed in the
consrirution.
stands needs a little tweaking.
Student Senate members who are
"Right now it is just a loc of
interested in being parr of the com- minor details," he said. "As we review
mittee would puc their name onto the constitution, chere may be more
che consent agenda and they wiU substantial issues."
Bulgar said that when the constieither be approved or denied by the
Scudenc Senate co be a part of the tution is reviewed depends on when
Griffin provides a proposal for the
committee.
Bulgar has talked about changing committee.
the Student Body constirurion for
If the senate approves the new
committee, the constitutional changabouc two years.
"Lase year, when I was student es would go into effect in December.
executive vice president, I found out
Srudencs would vore on che conchat the srudent executive vice presi- scirutional changes in the fall elecdent was supposed to be an ex-offi- tions, which rake place in Decemcio, or non-voting member. of che ber, and they would then be changed
Studenr Publications Board and the based on what che srudents wanted,
srudenr vice president for business Bulgar said.
"Also, constitutional amendments
affairs a voting member and chis had
never been pur into effect," Bulgar char were never voted on in the past,
said.
bur thac Student Senace passed.
Bulgar added intricacies of the would have to be added co che fall
constirurion were outdated such as referendum as wcll," he said.
These were amendmencs like
the srudent vice president for busi-

compos1t1on and adviser requirements co the Student Supreme
Court.
Certain terms and tides were also
outdaced.
"There was a misinterpretation in
there somewhere, however, so students did not get a chance co vote on
these issues," Bulgar said.
Bulgar said he hopes the potential
changes to the constitution would be
on the referendum in December.
"Bur if it was nor ready by then,
an urgent vote could be made," Buigar said. "Then, it could be brought
co the students in either January or
February instead of che end of the
spring semester."
He added the changes to the constitution would need to line up with
bylaws in che Student Body Constitution and parts of the Internal Governing Policy.
"The internal governing policy supercedes everything else," Buigar said.
Heather Holm can be reached at 5817942 or at haho/m@e1u.edu.

Free tickets for the Second
City performance and the Mavis
Staples concert are available
through the Doudna Box Office
at 581-3110 or by e-mailing
doudnatix@eiu.edu. Second City,
which jump-started the careers of
comedians John Belushi, Bill Murray, Mike Meyers, Stephen Colbert
and John Candy, will perform at
7 p.m. Saturday in the theatre
of the Doudna Fine Arts Center.
Staples, a gospel singer who was
a part of the Staple Singers in the
1960s, will perform at 7:30 p.m.
Friday in the Dvorak Concert Hall
of Doudna.
The performances are a part of
the formal rededication ceremony that includes a lecture
from Doudna architect Antoine
Predock and a dedication of a major sculpture by Ruth Duckworth.
All events for the ceremony take
place this weekend. Both performances are free, but require
tickets because of limited seating.

Eastern bands
to perform today
Eastern's Jazz Lab Band and Collegiate Band will perform at 7:30
tonight in the Dvorak Concert
Hall of the Doudna Fine Arts Center. The first half of the concert
will feature the Jazz Lab Band, a
19-piece ensemble directed by
Paul Johnston that will feature a
variety of big band music.
The second half of the concert
will feature the Collegiate Band,
an ensemble comprised of about
90 students, faculty, staff and
community members. Joshua
Kumpula and Milton Allen conduct the ensemble.
The event is free. For more information, call 581-6656.

Bags tournament
to raise money for MDA
The Charleston Fire Department
Local 3200 is hosting a bags tournament to support the Muscular
Dystrophy Association. The event
is scheduled for noon Saturday at
the Panther Paw Bar & Grill, 1412
Fourth St.
Pre-registration is available for
$15 before Oct. 25 and registration is available on Saturday for
$20. First place, second place and
third place winners will receive
$250, $100, and $50 respectively.
All proceeds benefit individuals in
the Charleston community fighting neuromuscular diseases.
Anyone interested in the tournament can contact Nate lurex at
549-6938 or Rob Plummer at
273-4962.
-Compiled by Associate News
Editor Mart Hopf

CORRECTION
A quote from the Nightmare
Alley's Web site was misattributed
to Scott Kelly in Monday's edition
of The Daily Eastern News.
The DEN regrets the error.
COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR
EVENTS

To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editor in Chief, Kristina Peters, via:
Phone I 581-7936,
E-mail I DENelc@gmall.com
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall
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HUSTLER MAKES 'NAILIN' PALIN'

u. C.Onnecdcat - Larry Flynt,
founder of Hustler, has made an X-ratcd movie using an adult-film actress
who resembles the governor of Alaska. The movie, starring adult acacss
Lisa Ann, is encided •Nailin' Palin; and
it will feature her engaging in foreign
"relations" with her Russian neighbors,
as well as a threesome between Palin,
Sen. Hillary Clinton and Secretary of
State Condolcczza Rice. And it's already
selling advance copies. For some, it's
merely a way of spreading the truth.
For others, it's a way to devalue Republican vice presidential candidate Palin
as a human being, a political candidate
and a woman. How better to make Palin nothing more than an object than by
reducing her to, well, an object?
By depicting Palin as a brainless sex
object and taking advantage of the popular nodon that she is a polidcal fantasy, Hustler Inc. and Flynt arc perpetuating the idea that any woman, no matter how accomplished, can be reduced
to the sum of her bedroom p~.
And he's not the only one. Palin, Clinton and other high-powered women
have been intentionally attacked, circd
as incapable ofdoing their job because
of their gender. That's wrong.
America would like to consider itself
enlightened. We've come a long way.
baby, or so it is said. America crucifies
its pariahs- Don Imus, Lawrence Summers, etc. - in orgiastic displays ofour
enlightened moral principle.
McCain's reasons for selecting Palin have always seemed suspect; she certainly lacks the political experience that
might be cxpcctcd of the candidate for
such a powerful position. Why can't
women be say and powerful?
How sad it is when it is~ as
entirely off-the-wall to sdcct a member
of a group comprising over 50 pcn:.cnt
of the population as one's vice presidential nominee. And ofcourse, leave it to
the "alternative• media to finish what
the mainsttcam media has started.

7lw"""' c..,.

STAFF EDITORIAL

Flu season nearing,
get a free flu shot today
Be pn:pami, ftu season is approaching. You
can be sure that it'll be gross, and you'd bettcr St2rt preparing yourself in advance by getting
your Ru shot.
What a coincidenee, the EIU Medical
· Clinic will be hosting a Ru shot clinic in Carman Hall
from 4 to 6 p.m. today and Wednesday. Even
better. the shots arc me to Eastern students.
The snc:ezing. anifRing. oougbing and pblcgnl
will make dasi Unbearable for those who arc
sick, those who will become sick, the pro~rs
and those who might be immune. While there
arc more strands of inRuenza worth counting.
getting a Ru shot will give you somewhat of an
advantage when your white blood cells combat
the germs you acquire each and every day.
Maria Barrientos. administrative nurse for the
Eastern Medical Clinic, said 8u shors arc about
80 percent dfcctive because the Centers for Discase Control and Prevention monitors what
inftuenza strands arc common in what areas and
then suggests the condating vaccine.
The traveling clinic visited all athletic teams,
she said, as well as &atcrnity houses and sorority houses. More
clinics will also be
ofkrcd in the coming weeks.
Students should
talce full advan-

•m•pnMd-

eel service bccausc
nobody wants to be sick. and helping to prevent the spread of in811Cm\ is a a>mmon courtcsy to your classmates and professors. Barrientos said Eastern has an unlimited amount of 8u
sbors because while approximatdy 500 shoes still
remain. she's authorized to order more if needed.
1hcrc should be no excuse for students to miss
out on this opportunity. An unlimited supply
allows ~ the busy and lazy students to still get
their shots, while a cost of$0 is quite affordable.
lhe Coles County Health Department pro-

LETIERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor .can be
submitted at any time on any topic to
the Opinions Editor to be published in
TIN DttiJy &stnn News.
TIN DENs policy is to run all letters
that arc not libelous or potentially
harmful. They must be less than 250
words. Letters to the editor can be
brought in with idcndficadon to TIN
DENat 1811 Buzzard Hall. Letters
may also be submitted dearonically
fiom the ~r's EIU e-mail addms~

vided a 8u shot clinic for Eastern employees throughout the day on Oct. 6 and during
the morning ofOct. 7, in which it reports that
approximately 539 cmplor:es wett vaccinated.
The department said that 6gwc is consistent
with past clinics for f.astern employees, and that
shors arc still in supply and available by appointment only. While Ru shors arc free to Eastern
employees through their bene6ts plan, community members can get the shots fiom the health
department for $30 per adult and $10 per child.
Barrientos said hardly any 8u cues 1mc been
reported at Eastern so far this semester, but large
. amounts of cases get rcponed after Thanbgiving
break because students go home and ger exposed
to new germs. Then, students obviously sprad

those gums throughout campus when attending
dass, utilizing mmputcr la, sncialmng and ear-

OUR VIEW
• Situation: A flu shot clinic will be offered In
the Carman Hall lobby tomorrow from 4 to 6
p.m. for no charge.
• St.nee: November marks an Increase In flu
Infections, so students should take advantage
of the free shots and protect themselves.

"5,000 ifudCiits ~ on camp\as in~ cl0sc prox.imitr. of the ~dcnce halls. •
"
Xs ot OCt.11, the CDC Ins six states classified
as having sporadic inRuenza breakouts, but Illinois is still labclcd inactive. However, November
is labclcd as a transition month to high amounts
of Ru infections. Seeing as how the tough times
arc dirccdy ahead and the bitterly cold nights
have already arrived, it's rime to start thinking
about your immediate health.
Lets fu:e it, it's not fun having to sit through
lengthy classes while sick or endure those classcs nc!u someone who is sick, and having to write
term papers or present projcca while sick is evm
worse.
Knowing that you have just another page to
write while being

unable to srop
coughing is a •
hefty price when
you could have
pmented it by
F~tomday's

dinic. And Cftll if
you just get mild head a>ngcstion, people might
look at you funny ifyou walk through campus
with dsNc stuffed in your noec.
According to WcbMD, the risk of bccoming infected with the flu is higher when touching
gum-laden sur&ca such as doorknobs, phone
m:ei¥as, a>mputcr mice and c:ountcrtops. 1be
top duce deCaucs, acconling to WcbMD, arc
thorough and fMquent hand washing. a bcaltby
sleep habit combined with proper nutridon and
getting a 8u shot.
So while ._ cannot collltalldy war glows
when going to and from dass, face the fact thar
someone probably co~ sneezed into their
hands to avoid others, but then touchedlhe"CIOIDputer or desk you're srudying at.
And while you may be across the room from
diat kid who's hacking up a lung. you're still
exposed to airborne infected droplets that arc riding the moi.sturt in the air, according to WcbMD. Furthermore, you're also at rjsk when
spending quality time with a significant other
because he or she may be unknowingly carrying
that a>ntaminant.
Being advised to not to kiss your boyfriend,
girlfriend or random hookup until mid March
would be near impossible. so do the bare minimum and go to Carman and F your 8u shot.
~if yqq ~ tfle kindJw.,q, ~ 19.'I'.
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>> Amnesty
FROM PAGE 1

MIRANDA KING l THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Blair Lord, provost and vice president for academic affairs, discusses the
Bectronic Writing Portfolio issues at the Faculty Senate meeting held
Oct 7 in Booth Library. Faculty Senate will meet athletic director Barbara
Burke at today's meeting.

New AD Burke
to meet senate
Director's first official
introduction to the
group comes after
OVC rescheduling

reach of our student athletes to the
campus and community," Burke
said.
Burke said she also wants to speak
co the senate about rransparency and
operviess in the athletic depamnent1
as well as the depamnenc's collaboration with the Intercollegiate AthletBy JOE ASTROUSKI
ic Board.
Administration Reporter
The meeting will give senate
members a chance to speak with
Athletic Director Barbara Burke Burke as a group, senate chair John
will meet with the Faculty Senate Pommier said.
fur the fuse time at 2 p.m. today in
"We want to welcome her (to
Booth Library Conference Room Eastern)," Pommier said. "She's been
here a while, but this is the earliest
#io.
Burke said she has arranged to we could get her in."
Burke had been scheduled to
discuss her plans to help athletes perfurm well academically and srrength- attend the Oct. 10 meeting, but had
cn thcir relationship with the rest of ro reschedule because of a conflicting
Ohio Valley Conference meeting.
the university.
"I will be previewing ... efforts
Joe Ascrouski can be reached at 581co support academic achievement of
our srudem athletes . . . (and) out- 7942 or atjmascrouski@eiu.edu.

Play your cards right ....

Run an ad in the DEN

One goal of Amnesty lnrernarional is for the United States to
join the ICC. The court is a last
resort if no other courts or countries are willing to prosecute those
accused of crimes against humanity
(such as genocide, or using children
as soldiers).
Amnesty International has
spread co more than 150 countries
and continues to give a voice to the
public.
"I found it difficult to write letters to officials on my own," said
Christine Merllie-Young, a local
member of Amnesty Internacional. "I found we could achieve much
more as a group other than an isolated individual."
Although Amnesty Internacional just set up a local chapter two
months ago, it already has a following with members who have been a
part of the organization for years.
"We had tables set up in the
Quad, and I guess we will see where
we can go from here," said Robin
Murray, an English professor and
one of the chapter's leaders.
The group meets once a month

>> Trial
FROM PAGE 1

Greeley reported that he met
with Bonnscetter at Carle Hospital
or Carle Clfoic in Urbana, regarding sleepwalking, according to pretrial documents.
Boyd prepared a report in the
form of a letter to Mark Mahowald, for the use of the Minnesota Regional Sleep Disorder Center,
according co pre-trial documents.
The Scace Attorney's Office subpoenaed records from Mahowald
as well, according to pre-trial doc-

>> Debate
FROM PAGE 1

Kromphardc believes he has
good evidence and is ready to persuade students to vote Democrat.
"We are students debating students for students, especially on a
college campus (that) should make
tomorrow a big deal," Kromphardt
said. "The issues covered are covered in the real debates."
Murphy thinks ir is sad that she
knows many people who are undecided.
To prepare for the mock debate,
the College Republicans gathered
facts and information from the news
and books co reflect the organization.

KAROLINA STRACK ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

After the airing of #Justice Without Borders• by the Charleston chapter
of Amnesty International, Irene Coromina, a foreign language professor, talks about her experiences in becoming politically active while
attending college on Monday night. Coromina brought up the topic
of political persecution, a fear her parents had while she was studying
in Canada because they were used to seeing activists targeted in their
native country, Argentina.

and is open to anyone who would
like to express a need for and discuss human rights.
The group meets at Schneidhorst's
home, but chat may change with the

growing number of members. The
next meeting is Nov. 11.

uments.
In 1996, Greeley, of the Carle
Clinic Association, received a certificate from the American Board
of Sleep Medicine. Greeley is also
a member of the American Sleep
Disorders Association, according to
pre-trial documents.
Boyd is a clinical licensed psychologist in Charleston.
The defense could call Bonnscecter, former Eastern president Lou
Hencken and Ken Baker, director
of campus recreation, as witnesses
for the trial, according co pre-trial
documents.
The defense also could call Rog-

er Jehlicka, former associate athletic
director and current athletic director
at the University of Illinois at Springfield, and Justin Lustig, the special
teams coach for the football team,
according to pre-trial documents.
The State's Attorney's Office
could call Anthony West, of the
Charleston Police Department, and
Lori Bonnstetter, Mark Bonnscecter's wife, as witnesses, according
to pre-trial documents. The defense
could call Lori Bonnstetter as well,
the documents state.

"The information does not jusr
reflect us, bur our group," Murphy said. "This puts all information
in a loop that college students can
understand."
Murphy said the College Republicans wane co simply inform voters.
They want to give a straight analysis, engage conversation and to
entertain the audience.
"It's different to hear this from
peers. We are nor policies, we just
have political minds," Murphy said.
Jeremiah McCarter, EIU College
Democrat social chair, is excited for
his first debate and to offer information co students on campus.
"I think since we are near elections time, we wane people to know
thcir platforms," McCarter said.

"We wanr to educate people."
After the parties debate, audience questions will be allowed.
The debate panel includes Murphy, Erik Tofte and Jared Hausmann from the College Republicans and Kromphardt, Jeremiah
McCarter and Zack Plunkett from
the EIU College Democrats.
This is the second debate this
year. The last one covered the primary dections and was different for
the Eastern groups because the final
candidates had not yec been chosen.
"Now that we have specific candidates, I don't imagine much mercy for either party," Murphy said.

Brad York can be reached at 58179!44 or at dennev.tsdesk@gmailcom.

Stephen Di Benedetto can be reached
at 581-7942 or at sdibenedettO@eiu.edu.

Brittni Garcia can be reached ar 5817942 or or bmgarcia@eiu.edu.
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CAMPUS I HEALTH

HERC joins fight against flu, cold
Free shots will be given
out in coming months
By SAM DILLEY
Staff Reporter
Eric Davidson believes lack of
proper rest, nutrition and rising
Stress levels arc keeping students
immune systems low, which makes
them more susceptible to carching
the flu or the common cold.
Davidson, associate director of
health services for rhe Health Education Resource Center, said both the
common cold and the Au are viral,
upper respiratory illnesses thac cannot be couched by antibiotics.
The HERC will be giving free Au
shots to all students from 4 to 6 p.m.
today and Wednesday at Carman
Hall.
"The main thing is keeping stress

low," said Maria Barrientos, administrative nurse at Health Services.
Plenty of rest, proper nutrition
and hydration, actention to hand
washing, and a Bu shot are vital precautionary elements for students
during the cold and Au season.
Cold symptoms include sneezing,
sruffy nose, sore throat, mild fatigue
and mild chest congestion.
Flu symptoms include a high
fever, headaches, aches and pains
all over the body and more severe
fatigue and chest congestion.
Davidson said these infections
are most commonly spread through
either hand conract or breathing in
droplets sneezed or coughed into the
air.
Davidson said his focus in prevention is hand washing.
Many people do not wash their
hands regularly or properly, he said.
"Sing the alphabet while washing

OTHER NOTES
HERC will offer free flu shots at:
• Lawson Hall, 4 to 6 p.m.. Oct. 29
• Stevenson Hall, 4 to 6 p.m.,
Nov.S
•Thomas/Andrews Hall, 4 to 6
p.m., Nov. 11
• Human Services Building, 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., Nov. 12
For more Information, contact
HERC at 581-7786
your hands," Davidson said.
He added the amount of time it
takes to sing chc: ABCs is enough
time to gee hands thoroughly clean about 20 to 30 seconds.
Davidson said co use the sanitary wipes supplied by many grocery
scores co clean cart handles before
couching chem.
Treating the: symptoms of a cold
or flu is really the only trcacmcnc, he
added.

"A cold or flu has to go its merry
own way," Davidson said.
Plenty of rest and fluids arc: vital
to overcoming the: virus. he: added.
The Health Library on chc Walgreens Web sire offers a list of ovc:rthc:-councer medications suggested by pharmacisrs co treat the symptoms of a cold or flu.
These include antihistamines for
sneez.ing and runny nose, decongestants for nasal and sinus relief, cough
supprcssanrs and analgesics such as
ibuprofen or aspirin ro help with
pain and fever.
Prescription drugs arc not generally required for a cold or Au. Antibiotics are meant for bacterial infections, not viral infections.
"You arc going to be around people who have it,n Barrientos said.
Sam Di/leycanbereochedat 581-7942
or at dennewsdesk@gma1lcom.

LOCAL I PUBLIC HEARING

City Council will ask public about going HOME
Program helps
residents finance
needed house repairs
By KRYSTAL MOYA
City Editor
The Charleston City Council
will host a public hearing co consider Charleston's participauon in
HOME Single-Family Ownc:rOccupied Rehabilitation Program
at 7 p.m. before tonighc's meeting at
City Hall.
The council will open rhc: Aoor to
consider moving forward in Charleston's application to the state: program, which helps renovate homes
with repairs that improve the quality oflife in the home.
Mayor John Inyart said that since
the program's start in 1994 it has
aided chc: renovation of more than
84 single-family homes in Charleston.
"These arc homes that otherwise wouldn't be able to finance the
repairs they desperately need," he
said. "Roofs that need fixing, old
electrical wiring char is now a hazard co the people living within these

the program funds during its regular meeting.
"lhe council will also discuss the
new concepc plan for the Whispering Pines Planned Unit Development.
What was originally supposed to
be a new subdivision along Lincoln
- John Inyart, Charleston Highway Road has been adapted to
mayor accommodate the University Baptist
Church's new facility.
Developer Reggie Phillips- has
homes, these arc the things that sold the land to the church, which
HOME helps the city of Charles- currently resides on Seventh Street.
ton fix."
Ar chc: Board of Zoning and
In 2007, five houses were renovat- Planning Committee meetings on
ed in Charleston's disrricrs amount- June 26 and July I 0, several citii.cns
ing to $40,000 funded for each voiced concerns over the church's
home's repairs.
installment of a parking loc originalThe Coles County Regional Plan- ly I 0 feet from surrounding subdivining Committee sores through appli- sion property lines.
Concerns about the proximity,
cants in Charleston and distributes
the funds for those best matching the lighting of the lot, the removthe criteria sec forth by the state.
al of oak trees from the area and the
"They look for people who can't disruption of the drainage area 'Were
afford the huge repairs but would all addressed.
still have the means ro maintain the
Phillips' re-plat, which will go
home after the larger repairs ace tak- before city council, has reduced the
en care of," Inyart said.
number of spaces in the: parking lot
After the half-hour HOME ses- to create a 35-fooc buffer from the
sion for the public, the council will surrounding subdivision.
move co approve the application for
Issues with the drainage area were

These are homes that
otherwise wouldn't
be able to finance the
repairs they desperately
need:'
11

solved at the BZAP meeting on July
10.
"Because BZAP opened to the
Aoor to the public at both of cheir
meetings, we will nor be opening the
floor at the city council meeting to
this subject," Inyart said.
Both the concept plan of developing that section of land and the
concepc plan's re-plat to include the
church arc up for approval at the city
counail.imreti ng.
Also, the city council will move:
co approve a loan from First Neighbor Bank for SI 26,560 at 3.87 percent interest for a new ambulance.
The purchase is a maintenance:
purchase, Inyart said.
lhis bas been budgeted in the
yearly budget and this ambulance is
a replacement for the wear and tear
on one of the others," he said.
The city owns four ambulances
that serve Charleston as well as other surrounding cicies in advanced life
support.
They bring in more than $I million in revenue to the Charleston
Fire Department.
Krystal Moya can be reached at 5817945 or at ksmoyo@e1u.edu.

STATE BRIEFS
The Associated Press

Chicago shelters
trained on gay issues
CHICAGO - Homeless sh
across Chicago are getting a
crash course in how to better
serve members of the gay
community.
The Chicago Department of
Human Services is conducting
four days of mandatory
sensitivity training at the
Center on Halsted, the city's
community center.
About 160 people are
attending the training, which
includes sessions on the
barriers faced by members of
the gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgender community and
the effects of prejudice, said
Lisa Elkuss, communications
director for the human services
department.
"We're all really very pleased
that this is taking place: Elkuss
said Monday.
"We're glad that things have
evolved to this point, and we're
pleased with the response of
shelters.•
She said the department ha
faced any opposition to the
training from the shelters and
that operators are looking for
ways to improve service.
The training is also Intended
to reinforce how shelters can
comply with the city's human
rights ordinance, Elkuss said.
The ordinance prohibits
discrimination based on sexual
orientation and gender identitJ

Cook County reports
six cases of disease
ORLAND PARK- The Cook
County health department
said it's investigating six recent
cases of Legionnaires' disease in
Chicago's south suburbs.
The department said Monday
five cases were In Tinley Park a
one case was in Orland Park.
A spokesman said three of the
cases Involved people who went
to a grocery store in Orland Parle.
The department said all the
victims were treated and rele
from area hospitals.
Legionnaires' disease is a type
of pneumonia that can spread
through plumbing and air
conditioning systems.
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WORLD BRIEFS
The Associated Press

rid markets surge
aedit easing
lONDON - World stocks surged
day as lower interbank
ing rates fueled hopes that
it markets are returning
normal and Federal Reserve
irman Ben Bernanke gave his
rt to more fiscal stimulus in
U.S.
Markets in Asia, Europe and
Latin America all rallied, inspired
the fall in interbank lending
rates after governments and
tral banks in past weeks have
interest rates while injecting
sums of cash into battered
ks and financial companies.
Britain's FTSE 100 index of
ing shares closed up 219.66
points, or 5.4 percent higher,
4,282.67, while Germany's
OAX was up 53.68 points, or 1.1
cent, higher at 4,835.01.

least 1S dead
northern Mexico said at least 15
·soners have died in a fight
between inmates at a prison
a::ross the border from McAllen,
Texas.
The prison Is located in the
border city of Reynosa in
Tamaulipas state. The state's
Public Safety Department said the
predawn-Monday confrontation
between two groups of inmates
"has left at least 15 people dead
m several wounded~
State and federal police are
working to bring the prison under
control. Authorities ringed the
pnson with soldiers and police and were negotiating with
rimates to get access to a section
that was consumed by fire.

China's economy feels
chlll from global crisis
SHANGHAI, China - The laid-off
factory workers and slumping car
sates indicated China's booming
economy was not immune to the
global meltdown. New figures
confirm It: China's economy is still
t'C>Wing, but at the slowest pace
~five years.
The National Statistics Bureau
Monday the economy
•i>aocied by just 9 percent in
third quarter, the slowest
since 2003, when growth
meted during the SARS
eak.

NATION BRIEFS

STATE I PROTEST

Activists call for Obama
Immigrants seek
assistance
The Associated Press
CHICAGO -An undocumented Mexican immigrant pleaded pub-·
licly Monday for a chance to stay in
the councry with her husband and
six children, and sought co delay any
accion umil afrer the next president
takes office.
An attorney for Francisca Lino who was scheduled to be deported
Tuesday - filed a pecicion with U.S.
Immigration and Cuscoms Enforcement co delay her deportation for
one year.
The request effeccively prevented her deportation on Tuesday, ICE
spokeswoman Gail Moncenegro said
in an e-mail.
"ICE will review the information
presented today and make a determination on whether co grant the
request," Montenegro wrote, adding
a decision may take several weeks
and Lino won't be deported before
rhen.
Lino, 40, belongs co Adalberto
United Methodist Church, which
has drawn national attention for
providing sanctuary co illegal immigrant Elvira Arellano - who lived
there for a year with her young U.S.-

citi:it:n son before being arrested and
deported after traveling to California last year - and Flor Crisostomo,
who has lived at the church for nine
months to avoid deportation.
Bue Lino's family said she will not
seek sanctuary.
"We want co do everything under
the law," said her husband, Diego
Lino, 35. "If she's gotta go, she's gotta go."
Lino was apprehended while
crossing the border without permission in 1999 and deported to Mexico.
Months lacer, she re-entered che
country illegally, moved to Chicago and, in 2001, married Diego
Lino, who is a citizen. With him as
a sponsor, Francisca Lino applied for
legal residency and was forchcoming
about her earlier deportation, her
attorney, Chris Bergin, said.
But under U.S. law, her actions
ban her from the country for l 0
years, he said. She was arrested
three years ago during a meeting
wich immigration authorities and
jailed for 21 days; a month ago she
received a lecccr informing her that
she would be deported Tuesday.
U.S. Rep. Luis Gucierra, a Chicago Democrat, said he would meet
with Glenn Triveline, acting ICE
field office director in Chicago, on

Wednesday to discuss Lino's case.
Gutierrez said the Lino family
would face extreme hardship if Francisca Lino was deported. "They all
rely on her co take care of chem," he
said.
Lino and her husband own a
home in the Chicago suburb of
Woodridge. She works full-time in
a factory, while he works an opposite shift as a school janitor. Three
of their chil~n are citizens and the
ocher three are legal residenrs. They
range in age from 6 co 19.
Diego Lino suffered a stroke during Lino's 2005 incarceration. His
mother, Maria Burciaga. who lives
wich the family, has breast cancer,
Bergin said.
"I need her," Burciaga said in
Spanish Monday. "Have compassion
on us."
Lino and her supporters called on
IUinois Sen. Barack Obama to take
immediate action to stop immigration laws from breaking up families,
ifhe is elected president.
"I would hope that immediately afrer taking office action would be
taken under his administration," said
Gutierrez, while he and ocher state
and city elected officials stood at
Lino's side. "Our system is broken.
Our basic operating principle should
be keeping families together."

STATE I BUDGET

Blago says restoring cuts could be gamble
Governor has to deal
with $1.4 million cut
The Associated Press
SPRJNGFIELD Gov. Rod
Blagojcvich won't restore scare budget cues until he's sure the spending plan can withstand an economic
slide, an aide said Monday, adding if
che financial crises worsen, he might
have to cut more.
But a legislative budget-watcher said the stace has the money and
Blagojevich should use ic.
The Democratic governor is sitting on legislation to spare closing
rwo dozen state aruaccions, laying
off 323 workers and cutting drugabuse treatment by cens of millions
of dollars.

restore\ the curs only co suffer a revenue slowdown? lllinois is bertcr off
than scares of similar size bur che
governor remains concerned, spokesman Lucio Guerrero said.
"We are reviewing our revenue
forecast co ensure chat we will nor
have co make further curs," Guerrero said. "Ir would be a shame to propose restorations and then have to
rescind chem if the economic climare worsens."
The reductions are part of the
$1.4 billion Blagojevich sliced from
an our-of-balance budger che Genera.I Assembly sent him in July.
The Legislature responded in the
face of pressure from human services
advocates and taxpayers ourraged at
che shuccering of 11 scate parks and
13 historic sites on the eve of Abraham Lincoln's birthday bicentennial.

Lawmakers voted earlier chis
month to rake $221 million in "surplus" from accounts scr aside for special activities.
That money, plus another $10
mmion from general revenue, is
enough to continue paying salaries
and keep state parks and historic
sites open, they said.
Blagojevich muse rake action on
the bill by the first week of December.
Bur layoffs begin Occ. 31 and the
bulk of the curs hit Nov. 30.
Blagojevich also fean some of the
money comes with strings.
His office has said as much as
$50.7 million is off limics, including
$14.5 million it says is restricted by
court action.
Sea.ff members continue co
research the issue, Guerrero said.

The Associated Press

Bush: Attitudes about
economy improving
ALEXANDRIA, La. - Despite a
fresh warning in Washington
about a prolonged economic
slump, President Bush said
Monday that he thinks
Americans' attitudes about the
financial turmoil are shifting
away from -near panic.#
#I have heard that people's
attitudes are beginning to
change from a period of
intense concerns - I would call
it near panic - to being more
relaxed,• Bush told reporters
after a closed meeting with
business leaders at the
Central Louisiana Chamber of
Commerce.
He said people are starting
to see the effects of freed-up
credit, while warning, •we've
got a long way to go.•

Wall Street hopeful
of credit recovery
NEW YORK - Wall Street
surged on a burst of optimism
Monday, propelling the Dow
Jones industrials up more than
400 points on more signs of
a reviving credit market and
comments from Federal Reserve
Chairman Ben Bernanke.
All the major indexes finished
with gains of 3 percent or more.
Investors who had sold
furiously in recent weeks in
response to immobile credit
markets became more optimistic
as bank-to-bank lending rates
eased further.
There's also less demand for
ultra-safe Treasury bills, another
sign that the credit markets are
gradually returning to a healthier
state.

Nebraska lawmakers
agree on safe-haven age
LINCOLN, Neb. - Stung by the
abandonments of children as old
as 17 under Nebraska's brandnew safe-haven law, the governor
and lawmakers agreed Monday to
narrow the law's broad wording
to protect only the parents of
newborns from prosecution.
Forty of the Legislature's 49
senators would amend the law so
it applies only to infants up to 3
days old, legislative Speaker Mike
Flood said at a news conference.

r•'
For assistance in computer
hardw,ire
problems, ·
disk
cleanup,
maintenance
and
general computer help, please
call Josh Bennett at 217-714·
4856.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10127
10,000+ COSTUMES FOR RENT!
Plus hats, wigs, makeup, beads,
birthday, and bachelorette stuff!
GRAND BALL COSTUMES, 609
Sixth Street, Charleston. Mon-Fri
Noon-6, Sat 10-2. 345-2617
_ _ _ _ 10/31

•

help wanted

Waitress wanted part-time. Need
to be here during breaks. Apply
after 4 p.m., Pagliai's Pizza, 1600
Lincoln, Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ 10/23
Experienced farm help wanted to
assist with harvest. Call Mike O
(217) 259-3259
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
Bartender needed.
Mattoon
VFW, 1220 S. 19th St. Must be
willing to work weekends. No
experience necessary. Contact
Cory Bentley at 234-3637 after
2:30.
_ _ _ _ _ 10/29
!Bartending! Make up to $250/
day! No experience necessary,
training provided. 1-800-9656520. ext. 239
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/15

•

~

roommates

Seeking 2 roommates. Prefer
female, over 21, nonsmoker
to share 3 bedroom 2.5 bath
townhou<.e on 9th for 09/1 O.
Three blocks from campus,
partially lum1shed, pets welcome
with deposit. $395/month per
perwn plus utilities. Must sign
lease by October 31. Call 618553-5601.
-----~--10/21

Sublessor needed for Spring
2009. Large room with walk-in
closet, one block trom old main,
washer/dryer, huge porch. Call
Kyrie (847) 903-8582.
_ _ _ _ __..__ 10/29
Sublessor needed Spring
1 b<.'Clroom apartment.
a month. Washer and
included. Call Shannon

2009!
$30~

Dryer
815-

2W·l404 - - - - - -

__________ 10/31
Looking for a female or male for
spring seme,ter 2009. Kitchen,
living-room, W/D 3 Bedroom,
3 Bath Each person has own
Bedroom, Bathroom, & Walk
in Closet all utilities included
•I 16 1mo. tor more questions or
contact info call Tiffanee at 1217-343·136q.
- - - - - - - - 11/6

r•'

torrent

NOW LEASING FOR 09-10
SCHOOL YEAR' 1, 2, and 3
BR fully furnished apartments
available at great locations!
CALL TODAY TO SEE THEM!
Unique
Homes
Properties,
217- 345-5022, www.uniqueproperties.net
_ _ _ _ _ 10122

torrent

if rentN:! by December I st.
Contact Jamie Duvall at 773343-0541.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/28
HOUSE FOR RENT! 6 bedrooms,
5 open, 3 full baths, iull laundry
room, l.1rge kitchen and living
room, lots of space. Call 217496-3084
-...,---10/31
GET fl IE HOUSE YOU WANT
BEfORE IT"S GONE! NOW
RENTING FOR THE 20092010 SCHOOL YEAR 1,2,3,4,
and 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL
TOM o 708-772-3711
or
CATHY O 217-254-1311 FOR
MORE INFORMATION. www.
hallbergrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ 11/15

NEED ROOMMATES? Unique
Propi:rties is looking to fill
bedrooms in several of our
locations. Fully furnished and
reduced rates. Call 217-3455022, www.unique-properties.
net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/22
APARTMENTS TO RENT FOR
SPRING '091 Located right next
to campus, fully furnished, and
spacious floor plans. Unique
Homes Properties, 217-3455022, www,unique-properties.
net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10122
Room .wailable in Charleston
with no deposit. Fully furnished
with all utilities, laundry facility
and transportation ( to EIU and
l .1keland) Only for $350. 1585-520 1546 or 585-5200012.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/24
Available
immediately.
Quiet, off campus 1 bedroom
apartment. Nice size. NC. Pets
allowed 840-6427.
-----:----10124
3.5 bedroom houses for rent.
Fall 09. Close to campus. 708·
774-0451.
-----'----10/24
3 BR 2.5 BATH TOWNHOUSE.
New construction, must see!
Call 24 hf'!.., 630-505-8374.
_ _ _ _...,..._ _ _ 10127

EIU Students, we have the place
for you! 1812 9th st. offers 1,
2. 3, 4 BR apts. They are fully
furnished and updated. Parking
and trash included, laundry on
premises, and dusk to dawn
security lighting. Locally owed
for 14 years. Please call to
schedule a showing. 348-0673
leave a message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Leasing Spring 2009! 2 BR apt
centr;il air, w/d, no pets, tra~h
included. 617 W. Grant. $275
per per,on, $500 for one. 217348-3075

________ oo

AFFORDABLE
APARTMENTS
clo~e to campus tor guys or girls.
Studio, 1, 3, 4 bedrooms. 3456967.
- - - - - - - - - 00
GUYS!
GIRLS!
GREAT
RATES!
Houses close to
campus: 2,3,4,5,6,7 bedrooms.
All
appliances
including
dishwashers
and
washer\/
dryers. 345-6967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
VILLAGE RENTALS 2009-2010
Rentals. 1 & 2 BR apts, 3 &4 BR
houses. Call 217-345-2516 for
an appointment.
- - - - - - - - - 00
Driftwood apartment for rent. 2
bedroom for Fall '08. Special
pricing: $550 per month. 217276!4509.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

FALL 09. 5, 4, 3, 2 BEDROOM
HOUSES, 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH
APARTMENTS. 1026 EDGAR.
348-5032.

For Rent. 5 and 6 bedroom
houses one block off campus on
7th St. 4 bedroom apartment
and ~tudios available. Call 217728-870<}.

-----:----10/27
Roommate n~eded at University
Village. $435 per month. All
utilities included. Deposit paid

- - - - - - - - - 00
For IP.1se: 09-10. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Rt>droom homes. Complete
viewing at blhi.org or 217-273·

0675
- - - - - - - - - 00
We Have the Unit for You! Royal
Heights 1509 S. 2nd 3br/1 Sba
Glenwood 1905 12th 1,2br Pd
water/int/cable Lynn-Ro 1201
Arthur 1,2,3br w/d in all un1b.
Stop by office at 1509 S. 2nd or
c:all 345-0936 lsrozek@aol.com
_ _ _ _ 00
YOU CAN'T GET ANY CLOSER!
Park Place Apartment is renting
for Fall 2009.
1,2 and 3
bedroom furnished apartment.
We have the size and price to fit
your needs. Stop by 715 Grant
Ave, 1101 or call 348-1479
ParkPlaceMgmt@aol.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS-ONE
BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN
ON 6th STREET l & 3 bedroom
apartments available August
2009.
www.ppwrentals.com
348-8249
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS-ONE
BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN
ON 6th STREET 3 & 6 bedroom
houses available August 2009.
www.ppwrentals.com
3488249

ECONOMICAL! Apt. with 1
bt'Clroom loft. Furnished for a
couple or single. $385 for 1 or
$435 for 2. 112 duplex- I block
N. of O'Brien Field for school
year 2009-2010. Call Jan 3458350.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 00

w

w

w

CHUCKTOWNRENTALS.COM
_.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Ladit>S: Large 5, 6, and 7 BR
houses, 1/2 block from campus.
10 MONTH LEASES. www.tejrentals.com 345-5048
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Ladies: Furnished 2&3 BR apts.
BN deals! 10 MONTH LEASES.
te-jr<>ntals.com 345-5048
- - - - - - - - - 00
FOR 2009-2010: VERY NICE 1,
2, 3, 4, 6, 7, AND 8 BR HOUSES
AND TOWNHOUSES. ALL
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. rDR
MORE INFORMATION, CALL
217-493-7,:>59, OR VISIT US AT
www.myciuhome.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES
NOW SHOWING 2009-2010
2,3,4,5,6,7,8
BEDROOM
APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES,
HOUSES. VIEW PROPERTIES
AT WWW.EIPROPS.COM OR
CALL 217-345·6210.

- - - - - - - - - 00
L.ugc I bedroom, five blocks
trorn Old Main. W/D. $37c;/
month. No pets. 273-1395.

Non-student Classified Rates

_____

$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day
,

for rent

- - - - - - - - - 00
2 or 3 BR. SHORT WALK TO
CAMPUS .S2SO PER/PERSON
3 BR AWAY FROM CAMPUS
BOTH WITH APPLIANCES, WI
D TRASH PHONE 345-7244,
£>49 0651

$.30 per word for the first day
$. 10 per word for each additional consecutive day

......,................
......... ""' ........

r•'

..
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torrent

Three Bedroom Apartments, two
blocJ..s from Old Main, starting
at $350/MO. 217-549-1060,
217-549-6979
- - - - - - - - - 00
Lincolnwood
Pinetree
Apartments has single & 2 BR
apts Great space, large closets,
clo~e to campus. Affordable
rent We also accept pets. Call
345-6000.
- - - - - - - - - 00
Large 1 and 2 BRapts., extremely
close to campus. Only a couple
leit. Great deal! 273-2048, 3456000
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Available Jan 1st. 1 BR apt.
W;iter and trash included,
off ~tr<'Ct parking.
$400/mo.
Buchanan St. apts. 345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ 00
5 BR HOUSE FOR RENT'. 2 1/2
Bath, I tUGE yard! Next to Greek
Court. $375/person. 345-3353
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Nice 3 bedroom house. CA, WI
D, bar, off-street parking. Call
217·202-4456
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
YOU'VE SEEN THE REST. NOW
TRY THE BEST!!!! Campus
Pointe Apartments offers 2 and 3
bedrooms with indivtduat leases
AND roommate matching. Our
rent includes CABLE, HI-SPEED
INTERNET, PHONE, WATER,
SEWER, AND TRASH Plus, we
give you $60-$:'5 toward your
monthly electric bill!!! ..• AND
THAT'S NOT ALL! We have .1
24-hour clubhouse that offer..
a t,1nning bed, fitness center,
game room, and computer
lab with unlimited printing.
CALL 345-6001 or visit www.
apartmentseiu.com today!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN?
BRITTANY
RIDGE
TOWNHOUSES: 3-4 bedroom,
$200 pip. Refrigerator, stove,
water, trash, central air. 2347368
- - - - - - - - 00
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS:
1, 2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS
TO CHOOSE FROM. 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus
Across
from
Lantz.
Fully
Furnished.
$415/month.
Grantv1ew Apartments. 3453353.

________ oo

University Village: 4 bedroom
houses, $450/per person. All
Ullhtll~ 111cluded. 345-1400

______

()()

'fALL 09· 10. 1, 2 .S. 3 BR. APTS.
WATER & 'TRASH INCLUDED.
PLENTY
OF
OFF-STREET
PARKING. BUCHANAN ST.
APTS. CALL 345-1266.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

and parking included. Great
localton. Call 217-345-236).

________ ob

FALL
'08
QUALITT
CONVENIENCE. 2 & 3 bedrOOlll
apartments. Washer & Dryer
included. 1-2 blocks from
campus. (217)493-7559 www
myeiuhomc.com

________ oo

1,2,3,4
bedroom
Houses
and
Duplexes,
Campus
side!
Only seconds away!
www.
1ensenrentals.com
217.345.6100

_________

00
One, Two, and

()()

Close to campus: 3 bedroom
house avail. 2008-09. CA w/
heat pump, W/D, new carpet.
10-12 mo lease. $900/mo. 549:
5402
_ _ _ _ _ _ 00
NOW RENTING FALL '()8.
'09
Efficiencies, 1,2, and
bedrooms. All utilities, cable:
and internet included. 2347368

________

()()

3 BR apt. for lease. 1051 7111
St. No pets. 345-7286, ~
1w1lltamsrentals.com

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

2 BR apts. for lease. 1530 1st SC.
and 1041 7th St. No pets. 3450
7286, www.jwilliamsrental.c
()()

_________

COM

3 and 4 bedroom apts. Furn
and
Unfurnished-Aw
Location!
jbapartments.
217.345.6100

Refrigerator, stove, water,
central air. 234-7368
1 and 2 Br. apartments on
M!Uare. All utilities i
except electricity. $475Call 234-7368.

3 and 4 bedroom apts.
$700 per month. 6 to c
from. Call 234-7368.

Great locations, very c
campus. www gbadg
com 345-9595

clo~e to campus.
(217) 254-0754

l, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash

()()

Eit1eiency, close to campus,
$32')/month, including ut1hties,
NC. Male only, no <moking, no
pets. 34S-3232, days.
FOR R~NT

r•'

E-SPA (Ea,tem Student Parent A~soctation) will have a
Wednesday, October 22 at 6.30 p.m. in the Anore\\s Hall
Please come join, as they will have a guest speaker from C
will anS\\er any questions or concerns regarding daycare.
10/21
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en's cross country earns first ranking of season
I at Cape Girardeau, Mo.

1bc Panrhers were ranked No. 15

1'ic Midwesc Region

by che U.S.

& Field and Cross Country

Association.
Eastern will be off chis weekend.
men will run at the Ohio Valley
nee Championships on Nov.

Eastern head coach Bob Spoo said
n's defense forced rhe Redinco several third-and-long
uons in rhe third quarter.
Thac kepc SEMO's offense from
g productive.
Ibey made adjuscmencs at half• Spoo said about his defense.
t's what you try co do, and
'vc: got co hope chac your players
execute.
Bcllanroni said Easccrn's linebackplaycd better against SEMO rhan
had been playing so far chis sea-

.

Men's golf In
seventh at Invite
Easrern sophomore Francisco
Cherizola shoe a three-under-par 69
in rhe second round co lead rhe Eastern men's golf team on Monday at
the Ausrin Peay Invicarional at che
Links ac Novadell in Hopkinsville,

Ky.
Cherizola's 11 ch-place sranding
through two rounds puts Eastern in
a tie for 7ch of 17 reams. The Panthers are cied with Tennessee Tech,
Morehead Seate and Daycon wirh a
coral of 587 strokes.
Cherizola shot a one-over-par 73
in rhe first round. Eastern junior
Marr Bird is in 16ch place wirh a

one-over-par 73 in rhe firsc round
and one-under-par 71 in che second
round (144).
The final round of che rournamenr concludes coday.

Women's team
starts out slow
Senior Karie lmburgia shoe a oneround 79 (+7) to lead the Eastern

women's golf ceam ar rhe Ausrin Peay
lnvicarional ac rhe Links ar Novadcll
in Hopkinsville, Ky.
Imburgia was in 12rh place, while
rhe Panrhers are 12rh of 17 reams
with a team score of 334 scrokes.
-Compiled by Managing Editor Kev·
in Murphy. He can be reached at 581 ·1944
or at kjmurphy@eiu.edu.

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE I BY STEPHAN PASTIS

"They started blitzing.
They do all that
stemming and stuff, so
it's hard to see when
they're coming. I felt
like I was flushing the
pocket a little too much
at times - maybe not
reading the defense the
right way."

Or.AV, GUYS, 1rs C~EAR
OONr Of YOU CAN HIT.
so rvE R{CRUrm> AN o~
FRIEND... A81G,FATGUY
I.IMO CAN CROWP TMt
Pt.ATE ANO GET BEANED

INTME FAC~.

GE1'.° FUZZY I BY DARBY CONLEY

- Matt Scheible,
Southeast Missouri
freshman quarterback

He said rhey played more downand made more plays char can1e urday's game.
chem.
"We couldn'r !er him sir back and
SoF}lomore linebacker Nick Nasci have rime to pick us apart," \X'alccrs
said. "He's nor rhe leading passer in
che Panthers with nine cackles.
RN·shirr freshman linebacker the league for no reason. We just
ry Leman was second on the team had to force them into turnovers."
seven cackles.
Easrern's defense did force SEMO
Red·shirr senior linebacker James inco committing turnovers.
Both red-shirr sophomore corn conrribuced five cackles.
Eastern was able co ~hue down chc nerback Rashad Haynes and senior
awks' passing attack, which was cornerback Adrian Arrington both
the top of the Ohio V.illey: Con- ~'14,011-c.W,~i;r~pfiJ?lh~~ffiC:· T 1
"Rashad's, his was man coverce prior ro rhe game.
SEMO senior quarterback Hous· age," Bellantoni said. "The quarter·
Lillard and freshman quaner- back scrambled and he stayed with
Matt Scheible combined co his man and it wa.~ a lirclc bit under
mplcrc 9-of-21 passes for 64 yards. rhrown and he broke on it and nude
dalso threw two incerccptions. a nice play."
The Panthers' defense was able
Bellantoni said Haynes made
orcc SEM.O's quarterbacks into several nice breaks on the ball and
throws or out of che pocket would have had another intercepplctdy wich pressure from the tion and possibly returned it for a
touchdown had it not been for an
nsivc line.
RN-shirr senior defensive end inrerferencc by the SEMO wide
Walters had two quarter· receiver.
hurries, red-shirt ~cnior defenBellantoni said Arrington's intercackle Jeff Sobol had one quar- ception was a good play because
ck hurry and red-shirt senior the ball was underrhrown again and
sive end Donovan Johnson Arrington had ro plant his feet and
one quarrerback hurry.
adjust his body to rum and catch the
Ibey started blitzing." Scheible ball in mid-run.
"They do all that stemming and
Arrington said he was playing in
, so ic's hard co sec when they're the srrong safery spot and was covermg. I felt like l was Aushing the ing the rhird SEMO receiver.
"As I was going co rob him, I saw
t a lircle coo much at times nor reading the defense the the ball come ouc so I just jumped
tW2y."
it," Arrington said. "Our coach was
Walters said the Panthers' defense telling us co expect rhat play all
they had to gee pressure on week, so we were looking forward to
because of his abiliry co it. I was happy it came when I was
in rhere."
in rhe pocker.
Lillard is now third in rhe OVC
Scott Richey can be reached at 581·
passing yards with 1,479 yards
leading the league prior to Sat- 7944 or at smchey@e1u.edu.

r ccncerbacks arc big so wc
Id chem do\\ n," Bonack\X e will have a Jot of space
to \\ork wnh. We should get
f crosses in."
rth said Bmler plays a conscyle co [)rake, a team Eastco 3-1 on Saturday.
play a nux sryle," Howarth
tbouc the Bulldogs. "They arc a
more possession orienred. Bulto play ic a licrle bir more t around back they'll cry co

look for their two forwards."
Howarth ~aid he excited to play
on turf at the Bueler Bowl because
the field will be nicer chan ic was
Sarurday ac Drake. He said afcer the
march on Saturday, much of the fidd
was mud. Howarth said the goal for
Eastern will be to shuc our every
cearn for the rest of the season.
"Hopefully wc can do chat, and I
know wuh the offensive players we
have we can score goals," Howarth
said. "We need co focus conccmracc
on stopping chem and make sure we
gee a break in scoring a go.ti coo."
Dan Cusack con be reached or 581 •
7Q44 or at dscusack@e1u.edu

~
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Crossword

Edited by wm shortz
ss Egg cells
1 In-box clogger
s9 Frame of mind
14
s Secluded valleys 61 Where 17-,
10 Intent look
29·. 36· and 44·
Across often wind 17
14 To boot
up
1s Race with
63 Author Rice
handoffs
16 Barrel of laughs
64 Santa_ Derby
(annual horse
11 One risking arrest
race)
19 Environs
65 Stretch out on a
20 ·-pig's eyer
sofa. say
21 Farm size
66 Razz
measure
22 One of eight Eng 6• Note on a
Chinese menu
kings
23 The ·v· in K.J.V.
68 Nosegay
2s Trousers feature
2s Madison Ave.
DOWN
worker
1 Drool, basically
29 Some seers read
2 Made smooth
them
3 Teeming, as with
32 In medias _
bees
34 Gun lobby org.
4 Group with
3s Phone no. abbr.
enforcers, with
36 Sink items
"the"
40 Gaol. or astron.
s Painter El _
42 Stephen of
6 Found out,
"Michael Collins"
British-style
o _polloi
1 Actress Sommer
<11 Balancer of the
1e Two-time Oscar
44 Trattoria offering
books. for short
winner Luise
a
Glasgow
denials
48 Twist, as a wet
45 Quiet aircraft
n
Bard's
"before"
9
Neighbor
of
lsr.
cloth or a neck
24 Calcutta wrap
46 Bygone school
10 Rrst-<:lass
s2 Beat but good
dance
2s
Lock
horns
11 Radio hosts'
s3 Had for dinner
47 Numbskulls
26 ·_sells"
medium
ss Part of an
21 Superlative finish 49 "Same goes for
12 Actress Caldwell
iceberg that's
me•
visible
30 Conclude by
13 When a flight is
so
Dickens
output
S6 "Like me"
due in: Abbr.
31 "Exodus" hero
s1 Very cool, 1n
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 33 Throat ailment
slang
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
36 Sound after a
54 Dog collar
H E
hang-up
M A N I C
attachment
M 37 So far
E N 0 L
56
Domini
-+--+--1 38 Query to a brown
s1 It keeps things on
cow
the level
39 Home of County
S9 Capt's superior
Clare
60 Unnamed person
40 N YC -to-Miami
61 Author McEwan
d1r.
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PUZZLE BY RICHARD CHISHOLM
62

Peak seen from

Zurich

For answers, call 1·900·285·5656, $1.49 a mmute, or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814·5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years· 1·888·7·ACROSS
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nyt1mes.oomtcrosswords ($39.95 a year)
Share tips. nyt1mes.oom/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers. n imes.convlearnin /xwords
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WOMEN'S SOCCER I NOTEBOOK

Lorbert humble despite success on the field
By COLLIN WHITCHURCH
Staff Reporter
Kaylin Lorbert is on a roll.
The sophomore goalkeeper has been in goal
for all three matches of the Panthers' latest hot
srrcak, and has noc allowed a goal in 338 minutes of action.
Likewise, after three straight shucoucs added to che final 46 scoreless minutes of a 21 loss to Eastern Kenrucky, the Panrhers have
not allowed a goal in their lase 335 total minutes.
Even with the recenc string of success char
has seen the Panthers go 2-0-1 in their lase
three matches after starting the season 0-12-1,
Lorberr is quick co credit the ream in front of
her for her success.
"There have been some major people stepping up for us," Lorberr said after racking up
nine saves in a 0-0 tie at Austin Peay. "(Redshirt freshman) Sam Balck headed a shot off
the line a few games ago and overall a lot of
people have been blocking shots and contributing."
Despite her humble approach, the numbers
cell a different story about Lorberr.
Her goals against average after nine games
played, including seven scares, is 1.01.
Thar would be sixth-best in Eastern history.
Addirionally, her four shutouts chis season
is the seventh-most in program history for a
sin~e season.
Head coach Tim Nowak said he has always
known Lorbcrc is capable of producing as she
has this season.
"She's grown up a loc in the past year and
a half and we're seeing what we expected ouc
of her coming in," Nowak said. "Her ability to
make rhe big plays and control the game using
her voice giving direction, she's really stepped
up."

amazing. She's consistent every single sec
of the game and her ability to impose herself into a game is remarkable," Nowak said.
"While Slota bn'c as involved by pla}ing n
back, she's steady and focused and {Wilkem
is coming back from injury bur has been
involved. They're all leading well and push
their ccammaces."
In Sunday's tie ar Austin Peay, Melinauska
and Wilkening combined for four of the t
nine total shoes and lWO of their five shotS GI
goal.
Playoff push
The Panthers are currently tied for s'
place in the Ohio Valley Conference with J
sonville Scare. While Jacksonville State h
the tiebreaker due co a head-co-head win
the Panthers, Eastern still has a legiti
shoe ar making the OVC tournament,
muse cake care of business in their OVC fi
against Southeast Missouri on Sunday.
Eastern could gee in with a win/draw and
pair of weekend losses by Jacksonville State,
a win and a pair of losses by Tennessee Tech.
While Tech is currencly fifth in the 0
AMIR PRELLBERG (THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
the pair of losses and win by Eastern would
Sophomore midfielder Kaitlin Sullivan takes a shot against Morehead State on Oct. 12 at
them in a tie, and the Panthers hold the
Lakeside Field. The Panthers have gone 2-0-1 in their last three matches.
breaker over them due co a head-co-head win.
Credit to the defense
a big reason why we've had three shuroucs in
Nowak said that while rhe opportunity
Nowak said chat a major facror in the ream's a row. "
make the playoffs is a factor in their per
recenr success has been the play of his backmance, it's not the only reason the ream
line defense.
Seniors leading the way
been playing well ofhce.
Senior Ashley Slota, sop~omore Rebec"(lbc opportunity co make the playoffs
Nowak credited the play of his seniors as a
ca Holcomb and freshmen Hillary Blake and big reason why the team has found their stride definitely a motivator," Nowak said. "'fbis 11
Balck scarred at defense in both of the Pan- oflacc.
proud program and they have a lot of p
thers' marches over the weekend.
Slota, forward Pam Melinauskas and We're not going co wade out silently. We
"(The back four) have been solid for us and defender Lindsey Wilkening are the only three known all year that this is what we're ca
consistent and chat's been a big factor for us," seniors on the Panthers' roster, but Nowak was of."
Nowak said. '"£bat's rhe most you can ask of quick co point out how much they have meant
them is to be consistent and make the plays ro the team's success.
Colin Wh1rchurch can be reached at 581·7944
their teammates expect chem co make. They're
"What (Melinauskas) does on the field is at dwhirchurch@e1u.edu.

VOLLEYBALL I NOTEBOOK

Dieter a roadblock for Racers in Saturday mate
ByBOBBAJEK
Staff Reporter
Eastern sophomore middle blocker Jorie Dieter had a solid performance against Murray Scace Sacurda1'.

·She had one solo block and three
assists, good for four blocks.
"Jorie has been doing a really good job by watching the right
things and closing into her blocks,"
Eastern head volleyball coach Lori
Bennett said. "She is a hard worker
and brings a lot of enthusiasm to che

floor."
Dieter is third on the team with

19 blocks. Senior middle hitter Lauren Sopcic (27) and freshman mid-

die blocker Melanie Boykins (25)
lead the Panthers.

move (consistently)," Bennett said.
"Boch know what they need to do."
Boykins has collected 83 kills, 25
Bennett looking In-house blocks and is hitting .170. Dieter has
for Sopcic's replacement
made 19 blocks, 22 kills and has a
Sopcic, a senior, is playing her zero hitting percentage.
final nine matches as a Panther. The
Freshman ourside hircer Madimiddle h.iner has career marks of son Barr can also play rhe middle,
440 kills, 132 blocks and a .258 hit- bur will stay on the left side, Benting percentage.
nett said. The coach said Barr's abilLooking co the future, Bennett ity to play middle: would allow subhas co choose who is going co replace bing flexibility.
Barr has 99 kills, third most
the team captain for next season.
Bennett said Dieter and Boykins on the team. 111e freshman has 12
are performing well right now and blocks and a. 101 hitting percentage.
will vie for the starting position.
"The things (Boykins) and (Diet- Morehead State drops
er) need co work on is riming and first OVC match
having co make a good blocking
The Morehead State Eagles (18-

3, 9-1 Ohio Valley Conference) leader because they battle the c
dropped their fim league march of rime they're on rhe courr,"
the season versus Austin Peay last Governor head coach Jenny
Saturday in five sets (22-25, 26- wood said. "I am proud chat
28, 25-18, 26-24, 12-15) ar Clarks- recovered enough to win the mat
ville, Tenn. This defeat snapped the
Lady Governor senior setter
Eagles' nine-match winning streak.
lyn Barbour posted a career high
The Lady Governors (16-6, 8- digs while gaining 32 assists
2 OVC) extended their winning rare 30-30.
streak ro five straight and inched a
The Eagles seep out of confi
game closer to Morehead Stare in the play on Tuesday when they visit
standings.
cinnati for a 7:30 p.m. match.
Jacksonville State will be che
The Eagles clawed back from two
secs down and won rhe next two that challenge for Austin Peay.
forced a decisive fifth sec. Morehead
"Ihe match will starr at 7 p.m.
State came within 14-12 of Austin day at Clarksville, Tenn.
Peay but committed an error ro drop
the match.
Bob Bajek can be reached at 581
"Morehead State is the league or or rrbajek@elu.edu.
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ALL ACCESS WITH BRITTANY ARTHUR
Cross country runner comfortable at Eastern
Freshman cross country runner Brittany Arthur loves to run. The Arcola native ran the second best
time for Eastern women's cross country team at the Evansville Invite with a time of 19 minutes, 2.25
seconds. Arthur sat down with Assistant Sports Editor Dan Cusack to talk about her transition to
Eastern, her favorite television shows and her biggest influence on her running career.

ERIC HILTNER I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Freshman Brittany Arthur finished the Evansville Invitational on Saturday in a time of 19 minutes and 2.25 seconds. Arthur, running her first year of cross country, was the second Panther
to finish in a field of 188. The Arcola native also finished in 20th place of runners at the Southern Illinois Saluki Invite on Sept. 27 with a time of 19 minutes, 41.25 seconds. She said in her
spare time she enjoys playing a variety of sports and likes to mentally go through races before she runs.

How has the transition been

coming to Eastern from
Arcola?
h's been really well.
le hasn'c been coo much of a
dwige jusr because I'm familiar wich
die area.
So it's comforcable.

Did you come to Eastern
M<ause you were familiar
:with the area1

Yea, coming from a small school
ID

a big university it made it_ a lor
1cr to adjust.

If you weren't running what
other sport would you be
playing?
I probably would nor be. doing
a spore. I don'r really love anything
other than running.

Who has been the biggest
influence on your running
career?
Jason Ret'l, my high school coach
my senior year.
He was the first coach to actually cell me more than just going out
and running.

Like, he caught me there is more
che mental part of ic.
He goc me really interested in it
and I re.ally liked it.

Is there any difference
between high school running and college running?
Oh, yeah.
When I was in high school my
longest run was like five miles.
And that's changed drastically. On our long days, for our
long run we usually run about l 0
miles.

What songs are you listening to on your iPOD right
now?
Let me chink. "One Seep ac a
Time" by Jordan SparkS.
"Whacever you like."
And I have a lor of Chris Brown.

Do you have any routines
on race day? If so what are
they?
I usually listen co the iPod a linle
bit before and mencally go through
the race in my head. le helps me
relax a little bit.

What songs do you listen to
get yourself ready for the
race?
Usually I'll jusr listen co random
songs.
Somecimes I liscen co old songs
like Britney Spears, buc somecimes
I liscen co new songs.
I don't know I jusc like co swicch
ic up.
-Complied by Assistant Spores
Editor Dan Cusack. Dan Cusack can be
reached ac 581·7944 or at dscusack@
e1u.edu
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Finishing non-conference play

FOOTBAU
OhloatTemple I
8 tonight on ESPN2

Team looks to cut
down on mistakes
By DAN CUSACK
Assistant Sports Editor

The Eastern men's soccer team
had its share of srruigles in the
month of October. The team is 04-2 in irs lase sjx matches and bas
not won since a 4-1 victory againsr
Wright State on Sept. 26. The Panthers have not had trouble bearing
opponenrs, bur according to Eastern
head coach Adam Howarth, Eastern
has been bearing themselves.
"When we play teams our biggest
issue chis year has been our own mistakes," Howarth said. "We eliminate
chose mistakes, we're in every game.
Thar's one thing we have been focusing on."
Eastern will look co end ics sering
of mistakes as che Panthers play their
final non-conference match of the
season when they cake on Butler at 3
p.m. today in Indianapolis.
Junior defender Chris Pearson
said the Panthers must work harder on ream defense because chc ream
has been letting up too many goals
lately. Eastern has allowed 12 goals
chis month as opposed c.o seven goals
allowed in September.
"Ir's just individual errors," Pearson said. "If we can cue chac out and
just conccncracc for che full 90 minutes. For patches of ball well look
really good, chcn for five minutes
we'll rurn off. We will always score
goals. We just have to make sure we
have co cue chem out at che other
end."
The Bulldogs arc led by senior forward Frank Patano with nine goals

Vote for
Gartner

AMIR PREUBERG ITHE DAILY EAmRN NEWS

Freshman midfielder Jeff Phillips brings the ball up field against Oral Roberts Oct. 13 at lakeside Field. The
Panthers will play their final non-conference match today against Butler.

and three assists and senior forward
Eduardo Garcia with three goals and
n inc ass is rs.
"They have rwo good forwards
chat they play off of. and chcir center-mids are good at working the

ball around," Eastern junior defender Nick Bonackcr said. "They really don't go ourside much. They just
work off their big forwards."
Bonackcr said chc key for chc Panthers co shut down Butler's cop play-

rrs is to have J)asrern's center midficlders sit back and get the ball co
senior forward Brad Peters and sophomore forward AJcx Harrison.

»

SEE SOCCER, PAGE 9

FOOTBALL I S POTLIG HT

Achlcrc.

Eastern's defense shuts down Redhawks
Southeast Missouri
offense accounts for 53
second-half yards
in Saturday's game
By SCOTT RICHEY

Sports Editor
Southeast Missouri senior running back Timmy Holloman doubled chc Redhawks' offensive production in che second half on one
play in tbeir 24-21 loss to Eastern on
Saturday afternoon at O'Brien Stadium.

Holloman bounced through the
line past his right tackle and picked
up 15 yards on che ground, which
was one more yard of production
than SEMO had in the second half
up co chat point.
The Redhawks had just six yards
rushing on seven carries and l 0
ALYOA ROCKEY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
yards receiving on one completion in Eastern cornerback Shelton l>enrow, left, and linebacker Nick Nasti, right, move in as Southeast Missouri quarthe third quarter.
terback Matt Scheible is taken down by Eastern free safety Seymour Loftman during the Homecoming game
SEMO had 124 coral yards of on Saturday afternoon in O'Brien Stadium.
offcnse in che first balf, but finished
ni said. "I wish I could cell you we cured berrcr - especially in the third
che game with 197 total yards of in rhe second half.
"I choughr we played really, real- made these great halftime adjusr- quarter."
offense.
Therefore, Easrem's defense held ly well in chc second half," Eastern menrs. There were a couple different
the Redhawks co 53 yards of offense defensive coordinator Roe Bellanto- calls that I made. I chink we jusr cxe- » SEE DEFENSE, PAGE 9

BASEBALL
Today at Fall World Serles
3 p.m. - Coaches Stadium

Some election thing is happening in rwo weeks or something.
bur the real dccrion we should al
get behind is for the men's soccer
Lowe's Senior CLASS Award.
The award is given co a men's
soccer player who exhibiis succtS
in the classroom, on chc pitch ml
in the community. Also, the
must exhibit good character.
The a-ward is available to all
senior soccer players in the COIU)o
try, bur it has been trimmed d
to l 0 finalisrs, one of whom is
Eastern senior defender Adam
Gartner.
Gartner, a finance major with
3.64 GPA, is a constant fixture
in che community hdping c:oadi
youth teams and spending some
of his space time at area schools
reading to children.
Gartner is also excdling in die
classroom. He has been named
2007 National Soccer Coaches Association ofAmerica SCM
Second Team Scholar AJJ-Amcrican, 2007 NSCAA First Team
Region Scholar, two-time F.SPN
the Magazine Academic All-District and cwo-time First Team
souri Valley Conference Scholar·

I

MEN'S SOCCER
Today at Butler I
3 p.m. - Indianapolis

Thursday at Purdue I
4 p.m. -West Lafayette, Ind.

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Thursday at ITA Regional I
All Day- East Lansing, Mich.

On the field, Gartner is one
chc Panthers most versatile pl
as he can play anywhere from
middle of the field to any of die
defensive positions.
In 2007, he finished sec.one!'
the Missouri Valley Conferencr
with nine assisis and remains
of the cop players for che Pan
this season.
So far this season, he has cwo
goals and cwo assisrs. Garmcr i
against players from some of
nation's top universities including Harvard, Brown, Nocrc
and che United Stares Miliwy
Academy.
Do you wane those Ivy
pretty boys chinking they a.re
ccr than us? 1didn't chink so.
As of 6 p.m. Monday,
siis in fifth place with 8
of the vocc. I challenge you
thee funs to get Gartner to the
Each computer can accoum
one vote per day with vo ·
ingNov. 19.
So I encourage you co
your computer, gee on your
bor's computer or, golly.
in che Library and type in
soccer.scniorclassaward.c
Find Garmer's name, pur
check mark next to ic and

